
During your time at UW, have you or a student you know experienced food insecurity in the past 6 months? 1,236
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During your time at UW, have you or a student you know ever lacked adequate winter clothing? 1,235
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The ASUW Senate recently passed SB #2898 which will be vetoed by the ASUW President. What is your opinion of this ASUW legislation (justifications for the

move are listed in the bill): SB 2898 ASUW office move approval act Summary: ASUW has the opportunity to move office spaces. If passed, this bill will allocate

$230,972 to renovate this new space, mainly for adding a new conference room. The Union is planning on spending an additional $217,541 from the Union Fee

on the project, for a total cost $448,514. ASUW's share would come from the ASUW Facilities Endowment. 1,236

Strongly disagree

Somewhat disagree

Neither agree or disagree

Somewhat agree

Strongly agree
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The ASUW Senate recently passed SB #2898 which will be vetoed by the ASUW President. What is your opinion of this ASUW legislation (justifications for the

move are listed in the bill): SB 2898 ASUW office move approval act Summary: ASUW has the opportunity to move office spaces. If passed, this bill will allocate

$230,972 to renovate this new space, mainly for adding a new conference room. The Union is planning on spending an additional $217,541 from the Union Fee

on the project, for a total cost $448,514. ASUW's share would come from the ASUW Facilities Endowment. 1,236
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The ASUW Senate recently passed SB #2898 which will be vetoed by the ASUW President. What is your opinion of this ASUW legislation (justifications for the

move are listed in the bill): SB 2898 ASUW office move approval act Summary: ASUW has the opportunity to move office spaces. If passed, this bill will allocate

$230,972 to renovate this new space, mainly for adding a new conference room. The Union is planning on spending an additional $217,541 from the Union Fee

on the project, for a total cost $448,514. ASUW's share would come from the ASUW Facilities Endowment. 1,236
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Please explain your choice for the previous question regarding the office move.

NA

Budget

I am not well versed in the needs of the ASUW senate

A lot of the present ones remain unused

Instead of moving or renovating office spaces it is better to focus on the need of students
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approval act Summary: ASUW has the opportunity to move office spaces. If
passed, this bill will allocate $230,972 to renovate this new space, mainly
for adding a new conference room. The Union is planning on spending an
additional $217,541 from the Union Fee on the project, for a total cost
$448,514. ASUW's share would come from the ASUW Facilities Endowment.
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I don’t believe we need the adding of a new conference room let alone spend almost $500k when there are other things we could spend that on.

Seems frivolous

AWUS does not need a new office. This money could be spent to better the school as a whole and provide opportunities for students. The office does not benefit the students.

If the space created by the renovations would be used for the general UW student population, to better our experience in one way or another, I agree with using the allotted money for

that purpose. That said, if the money could be used in better places to support the UW experience for those of us struggling, I would much rather see the money used elsewhere.

You guys don’t need a new office. You need to solve actual problems.

Save money live better

I don’t know how much the office issue matters and why it will cost so much..

While I agree that the office space needs to move, if the ASUW promised to cut spending, they cannot justify a bill that is well over budget.

More space is clearly needed for ASUW do accomplish their mission. Also the layout looks great

It helps students but it is a very large amount of money.

If there is already going to be funds invested to improving the union, why not share some of that cost with ASUW

If these renovations are needed and useful it should definitely be done as soon as possible

The money that ASUW Senate wishes to use for itself should instead be used towards the student body

When staff/faculty work in knight and Orr, this seems needless

Waste of money

It’s self-indulgent and self-important. It’s an unreasonable use of fees by a group that claims they represent students and shows they represent very little else but themselves.

Funds could most likely be used for other higher priority uses

I think more funds should go to help with more student scholarships, especially towards students who may be struggling financially, instead of towards a new office space.

I think the more innovation the better. Yes, it is a pain during construction but at the end of every construction site there is a better product that the students are happy with

I am not familiar with the current space, so cannot pass judgement on if it needs to be renovated.

Do you really need almost 500,000 dollars for student government offices? That money could be spent on something better that would help all students, not just a select few.

Appearance matters so much. I saw the office the other day and yeah the inside looked nice but it wasn’t the most inviting place ever.



The government should not be given money to renovate a space where there are people going hungry, working 3 jobs, and can barely afford clothing let alone tuition.

doesn't affect me very much either way

Don’t know enough

I don't have an opinion.

I don’t really do anything in the Union so it’s not making much of a difference to me

Purely up to choice, having more space isn’t always better but sometimes it can be nice. A new environment is also nice, sometimes you just need a change in scenery to want to work

hard and do better. At least that’s how it is for me.

Neutral decision

Would not be a choice I would be able to decide on

I am unsure of the exact impact of this bill but do not see any harm or benefit for myself

I don’t know if this is a necessary use of the money students pay to go to school here.

I can see how it would be beneficial, but I would like additional information.

I agree because that makes it more fair in my opinion

Stop spending so much of my money on trivial things like this and give me an actual education please

I think the money could be better spent, on keeping the roads around campus safe and maintained, especially during the winter.

I think it should be vetoed. I do think that money would benefit students in other ways such as food pantries, hygiene products, student engagement, even giveaways (school supplies,

warm clothes). While the office sounds cool i feel like the current office serves its purpose well. Also the senate size has shrunk so I believe thats too much money to be spending

where students cannot get direct benefits from. I agree with President Smith!

There are certainly better places for the university to allocate 400,000+ dollars, y’all don’t need a new conference room

I don’t feel like I am well enough informed to have an opinion.

I’m in favor of the move but also can see why that much money would be a waste.

There are better things for ASUW to spend money and effort on. With conferencing and WFH technology as capable as it is, office space should be a low priority.

Is a new office space truly a necessity, or a want? Could we put the money towards better parking, or a bonus for professors?

Dont know enough about either side



This seems like a ridiculous use of funding that could be spent on resources for the betterment of UW students. This would only benefit the members of ASUW members which seems

like an outrageous use of that much funding.

I think it’s fine as long as you don’t use the money irresponsibly

We as students need more but hey, as long as you look good on zoom right?

I am not informed enough to give an definitive opinion

I have no strong opinion

I don’t use offices

Its ok i guess

There are other facilities that i would benefit from upgrades

I believe that there are better and other areas for that money to go and be spent.

Fix the elevators in the dorm and improve the food at wash

We could use the money for more useful things for all students on campus

Money could be used elsewhere

If it makes ASUW more efficient to have a new space and the new conference room is available for other student orgs to use, the office move is understandable.

I live by a simple code. Never vote "YES" on spending projects, because what they say they'll spend will turn out to be too little and then they'll have to dig into other places (charging

students) to pay for the renovations.

Even though I stated slightly disagree, I would need more information as to what the current structure looks like and if a new conference room is actually needed.

I think sidewalks should be getting fixed as well as other buildings have faulty equipment that should be fixed first.

It doesn't seem like a necessary thing. The money should be spent to make the school more accessible. Most elevators in engineering building are out of order. Assisted doors don't

work , and sidewalks are not accessible for any person.

So long as it is necessary.

I shouldn't be charged for you to make a new office space.

Spend spend spend

I don’t really know a lot about the details.



I feel like allowing money for renovations is unneeded. If the space works how it is, there is not a need for a renovated space unless there has been damage done to the space

If you’re actually worried about issues, you don’t need to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars on a new office space

i’m not really in the ASUW office space so if they do it great! and if not that’s okay too

I think that is a lot of money to be asking for and it could probably be solved in an effective way that is more cost efficient, but I do value accessibility and everyone should have their

needs met.

I feel that the office move is not a wise expenditure and use of student money. It does not help students in any way for the Student Governemnt to have a bigger or nicer office space.

They can do thier jobs as they have already been doing without the expense of money that could be used for other more important projects. For example, The Anthropology building

lacks adequate student space not only for studying, but also for working on prjects. There should be lab spaces available for use considering it is one of the sciences and compared to

other buildngs, it ciuld really use some help! Other areas of need are the DSS areas. The place is literally falling a part. But, our senate feels they should get a new office? Come on

Senate... You can do better! You need to care more about students than yourselves.

Horrible and pointless waste of money

From the article I read in the paper, you guys can still use the space and if you need a conference room you can always put a hold on one. Use that money for something that you

actually need that you do not have.

I feel that there are much more important and pressing issues around the university that that funding could and should be used to address.

the offices are in a very good spot but a conference room is hardly used by students.

Seems expensive and unnecessary but I’m not using it so it’s difficult to have an opinion

That money should go to money that the majority of students actually use.

Can’t 200,000 dollars be spent somewhere more productive for the students?

I do not know how funds work for ASUW, therefore I have no opinions on the matter.

I’ve never been to the ASUW office so I don’t know how much of a need they need for a new space

There are many student spaces that should be renovated ahead of ASUW spaces.

It could be spent on other things more beneficial to students.

ASUW is very important, I could see this money going to a very beneficial place.

Not enough information.

I understand expanding physical office space can benefit productivity.

To me it just seems like another reason to increase tuition



Feels unnecessary

Neutral on the subject, anyway the decision goes, does not really impact me because I don’t use that facility often.

It is always nice to have updated spaces at UW. It is best to stay up on maintaining the campus.

Just don’t do it

No opinion

I don’t really need a conference room but I do know others at the University do

I dont think a new conference room is necassary. Something else should go there.

Idc lol

I have no opinion on it

I'm very pro making those spaces more accessible

Seems a bit expensive

Doesn't effect me.

This does not benefit all students. Only ASUW or any groups who would have access or use the conference room and other areas.

This could open up more space and freedom towards ASUW students and give them a more inviting space to be in.

I feel like their offices now should be good enough I mean it’s not the President of the US

Seems like money could be used for something that benefits more students.

Money could be better spent on parking for students, the pressing issue.

The current offices are perfectly fine.

No opinion

idk seems like we need to renovate it then

That money should be spent in other ways

ASUW is important for our school.



I am indifferent about the issue.

The space already works and we have so many conference rooms around campus

Fiscally irresponsible

I would suggest using money on something else more useful than moving offices. However, I am not aware of the requirements to move office.

Beautification of campus is a priority for potential students and student recreuitment.

This money better spent on students, this is the urgent issue, not a new fancy conference room that will take firevero be built and for sure will be over budget.

Im not well informed enough to have a solid opinion

That money could be better used elsewhere.

we don’t need a new conference room we need to keep our parking lots and make hot drinks free after -20°F

That money should be allocated towards more parking not another conference room.

The money should be spent on the students needing food and winter clothing

This amount of money can be instead used to help Students with food and clothing.

I have no insight into whether or not extra space is needed or if that's a reasonable cost

Feels like funds could be used better but i am not opposed to it i guess

I’d rather our tuition money go towards things that will benefit the students not the over paid admin

I think there are better ways to use the money, but I won’t be here after this semester so I think other students opinions matter more.

I would like to know why that much money is needed and why the need for the move? Seems like a lot of money for an office move. Seems like it could possibly go towards more

needed updates or areas.

It’s okay

thats a lotta dough

Seems like a waste of money. Parking would be a great use if that money

Unpopular among students and that it will get vetoed.

If it’s coming from a facilities endowment that sounds fine.



I feel like the money can be better spent elsewhere.

i feel like it would help them help us

Unclear the need for spending so much to simply move offices.

You don't need new offices, especially not half a million dollars worth. Especially when there are afro mentioned food security student who would use help or students needing winter

cloths.

I honestly haven't heard of the office space problem before this survey.

We have plenty of conference rooms. Don't waist nearly half a million dollars to renovate another one.

I would need more information on the benefits of doing this

If ASUW needs more space, then they need more space. But if the president disagrees, then maybe space is not the priority, and the money should be used somewhere else

I think that the growth of the ASUW means that there should be growth of the spaces needed to perform essential functions of ASUW

From my understanding, part of the impetus for the move in office spaces is to increase accessibility. However, the new location is still in a building lacking accessibility options to even

enter. I somewhat agree with the office move because I am not interested in letting the perfect be the enemy of the good. Accessibility changes are not a binary yes/no answer and

tend to compound on each other. However, I have only selected ‘slightly agree’ because I have not toured the premises to gain a better idea of how much or how little the move will

improve accessibility.

Indifferent

This seems like a lot of money to be spent that could be spent on allocating funds for student activities or even scholardships or emergency funding for students.

ASUW should only grow if UW as a whole grows. According to data, UW is not growing.

I trust that they need that space in order to operate effectively

I don’t see the point in spending that much money

Is $400,000 worth potentially 10 more people in a conference room. What’s going to happen with the existing office? Can’t ASUW reserve one of many spaces on campus for group

meetings? It seems like an unnecessary move and large sum of money that could be used in more important way. How about a space for students with young children?

Don't have enough information to justify

Thats a lot of money that could be used differently

Money can be used better elsewhere

That’s too much money. Spend that on a concert for students.

Don’t know what the benefit of y’all moving would be. Does the old office space get opened up for other users or is it just gonna be wasted?



The old ones are fine

Given that ASUW is constantly gaining more traction and interest, I feel as though expansion has to come as a result. Additionally, there are many avenues that could be taken in order

to gain back the money lost from the infrastructure changes. Vetoing the bill is unreasonable without at least giving it a chance.

I think the money should be spent on other things that are more important than an office change.

sure

This allocation already comes from money that is budgeted and ASUW does need a new office space since the current ones are currently very cramped, however, it’s still spending good

money and as a broke college student, I’d prefer to be able to pay less every year and let ASUW remain cramped.

As long as the expenditure doesnt affect other programs it doesn't matter to me.

I just do not know enough of this to agree or disagree.

There doesn’t seem to be a need for office renovations

If spending more money make the operations of ASUW achievable for more students, I agree with the movement

Facilites should be paid for by endowments and budgets that are for the express purpose of facilities.

Need to know more about how exqctly 230k was arrived at and how it would be spent.

NA

Seems reasonable

The university and ASUW could find a new place to put their money into renovations like Disability support services, dean of students, expanding the University Store and many other

things that would benefit all students vs the few that participate in ASUW.

I feel like there’s plenty of spaces that are available in the union that ASUW can utilize to further their goals, at a more affordable cost to the student body. If the question is accessibility

then perhaps the question of moving the ASUW offices to a different location in the union might be a better choice, but I don’t see why a meeting room needs to go in their “space”

Money should be going towards providing better quality food for the students, not towards wasting money on stuff for ASUW.

I think it would be cool to have some new places and some freedom to make it look how we want it to look and having something new is always fun.

I’m not sure what ASUW even does.

It's good to work in a good space.

Waste of money, spend students' money on students.

The money could be better spent for parking for students or for scholarships for students who are white and traditional age as most current scholarships are for non-traditional or colored

students



Dont care?

I don’t think so much money should be allocated to that.

I’m not educated enough

It’s doesn’t seem necessary, could be spent on other things

I’m not sure what exactly the space would be used for and don’t know enough about it sorry.

Don't follow the ASUW Senate decisions, so I haven't really created an opinion on whether this is a necessary expenditure or not

I am unsure of the office conditions but that’s a lot of money and I feel as if it could be used elsewhere. However if it’s granted and can only be used for a new office space then go

ahead and use it. Also I personally have never seen or heard of issues where people are fighting over the conference room space. I have had many of presentations in the conference

rooms

I don’t have an opinion on this really.

I guess it is a good idea.

It has no impact on me

Waste of money to move

I’d love an expansion

The money you use to renovate the new space will undoubtedly ultimately come from students. Your first priority as representatives of the student body should be lower student fees

any way you can. I’m also not convinced you would see much benefit to students from the proposed move.

I feel like that's a lot of money and it'll be easy to meet elsewhere in the numerous buildings we have

Why spend so much to move the office, put the almost half a million to something better

I am graduating this year and it will not effect me

I don’t know enough about the circumstances to comment confidently

It won’t effect me greatly

If ASUW has the funds to do so, they should expand their offices. It doesn’t affect me at all so I don’t mind.

Do what is needed

I don’t really understand what that would mean for the rest of students.



Why are you spending an unnecessary $450,00 to renovate your offices? That’s shallow and cruel to the rest of the students, when the money could be put to public facilities for the

entire student body to use.

The cost seems excessive for renovating a conference room

It’ll be nice to have more space.

No opinion

This doesn’t affect me

As long as the money is being used efficiently and effortlessly I think it can be good. But if they don’t use it responsibly then it will not be very effective.

We should use the money for student related expenses

It does not affect me

PREFER NOT TO ANSWER

It’s always nice to have newer buildings

Go for it. I don’t care either way

Sounds good

Mostly agree but I think the conference room should have uses outside of ASUW (e.g. club meetings or smaller seminars)

I think that money could be spent putting more food options in the Union instead

I feel there are other areas on campus that could benefit from this money. I would like to see alternative plans drawn up as to where these funds could be used instead.

Figure out parking situations first before you spend money one a limited group

I don’t care where the ASUW office is located

Our money should be spent on things that benefit the while student body not just asuw

The wording on this isn't very clear, but I support the veto because I think the funds would be better spent elsewhere.

Without more information cannot form a strong opinion either way and with a lack of compelling evidence for the affirmative slightly disagree

I feel as though the money could be allocated to a better use than renovation - or, at the least, less money could be used for the removation.

I personally beleive that the is entirely unnecessary and the money would be better used elsewhere



The union could use some new equipment and upgrades!

I feel as though it is unnecessary and using a lot of money that could go to different causes.

A nice office helps productivity and maybe bring more members in

I've heard from friends that work in the Union that the space could use some serious maitenance/renovation. It's a lot of money, but I understand why it needs to happen.

I do not know the larger ramifications or even available reallocation of these funds.

pointless

Do not care as it does not effect me much

I don’t think ASUW needs half a million dollar offices.

Good idea to upgrade renovate

Seems like a lot of money, not sure if necessary

there are conference spaces for free to use else where at UW. Use those for free or a possible minimal charge.

Should be utilizing finances elsewhere that impact student body more directly.

I honestly don’t know enough about this to feel like I could justify any opinion on the matter.

Don't need a conference room personally

There are enough rooms on campus that if ASUW is struggling with finding enough room to hold their meetings, they may utilize one of the available spaces (ie the EERB has a board

room that is not often utilized). There is no need to spend extra money on renovating new spaces, since meeting spaces are already available.

I do not have enough information to justify whether I believe this is a good or bad choice, so I remain neutral to the matter.

Why spend money on something that does not affect the average student in the slightest way. Heres a great idea: spend that money on parking areas for students, create scholarships...

why should i give a fuck

I do not know if the current office space is inadequate for the purposes of ASUW, but it seems like a large sum of money would be spent on something miniscule when it could go

towards other issues on campus.

Money should be going to real issues on campus like parking or students who need help with food and clothing. There is plenty of nice conference space at Uwyo.

This bill is some bullshit. Keep the money for something else. Stand strong.



As a student not a part of ASUW this affects me minimally

I would rather have spaces created for different student communities on campus not ASUW.

This decision does not directly impact me so I do not have an opinion on it

I think I need more information before I decide.

I honestly have no opinion on the matter, as long as tuition is not raised.

It’s a great idea for the bill to pass helping the student goverment

Don’t have an opinion

There are better things to spend the money on.

I can’t think of a reason to be for or against the move.

If all of ASUW agreed then do it, vetoing it seems like an abuse of power? Like what’s the reason ??

I feel like there are more important things to focus on besides new office space

I really like the old office and prefer to keep it where it is

The money can go towards funding those who need it

That money could go literally anywhere else.

Sounds like a great idea!

I put slightly agree mainly due to not understanding the purpose for moving office spaces. What will this do for the people using the space, who will benefit? Not know or understanding

this makes me agree with the presidents decision.

indifferent

An additional conference would create an opportunity increased revenue.

I feel like it could be good to have a new conference room, but it will cost a lot of money.

If youre asking if people need help on campus and want a new office siunds like those people wont get help

I don't think it really affects me, so I don't care

The ASUW needs a space thats functional and can further support ASUWs mission.



I don't see the need for it really.

I feel neutral to this issue, I don’t see how it affects me

I think is important to have a conference room, but maybe that money could go to support students with scholarships.

This is a crazy amount of money going towards something that isn't entirely needed. There are so many areas in which the money could go towards (will list my options below). It feels

like the common student's ideas and needs are often neglected, so this is an opportunity to hear out these voices.

Thats a lot of money to be spent on the office move.

It is needed

An office is an office.

Doesnt affect me

I think it would make ASUW more accessible.

More accessibility is always a good thing

.

How would this benefit students every day? If this could help spread resources through the university to both on campus and off campus students, then I agree.

The money shall be spent wisely

I think that money could be better spent than on office spaces. There are already so many spaces on campus for the ASUW to meet if needed, and those funds could be better spent

on supporting the student body. Suggestions include monetary support for the food pantry, scholarships, etc.

To me it doesn’t matter if the office is moved or not. If the funds were already allocated for this then it should go to moving the office

I havent done enough research

it doesn't really impact me

I am indifferent

Spending an absurd amount of money on new offices yourselves when your current offices are perfectly fine, and you have accomplished absolutely nothing notable for the student

body in the last 3 years to deserve it, is insane and honestly, insulting.

It does not effect me directly so I am indifferent.

I only saw the one budget plan but additional renovations work!



I'm not sure I fully understand based on the summery, but I'm don't necessarily thing a new office space/ conference room in the union is necessary.

I think ASUW needs bigger space to operate.

Spend money on students

Feels like a bit of a waste

I’m not informed enough to have an opinion

I don’t really care, so go ahead

I think that the money should go towards something beneficial for the students rather than simply the student government. Also the Union does not need any more renovations

You’re trying to better the Union and the spaces in the Union but is this for students to hang out in? That’s unclear.

Student Fees should be going to more important things when there are plenty of spaces in the union that can act as a conference room

I’m not sure how this would affect me.

What is the new space needed for

If the location of the office is important to the sixes of its members as well as keeping the students best interest in mind I believe we could be able to allocate such monies towards this

location and it’s budget, I would like to look into this further before actually playing a vote or sayin what I think would be best. Discussion about this would need to be had as to pros

/cons and budgets in the near and far future for ASUW

I just don’t really care.

I will likely never use this new conference room, not any other conference room

.

There are much better things that you can spend $230,972 on than new offices.

I dont know if thats a good idea or not

I know nothing about how it currently is to have an opinion

I don’t have enough information

Unecessary spending.

I think that ASUW needs to do a lot more for this campus if they want to justify new office space



I don't know enough or understand well enough to choose either way.

A lot of money

That's a ridiculous amount of money that could be better used for students.

I have no opinion on this.

The ASUW is an essential voice to help represent the students. If we want more voices to represent ASUW needs adequate space to bring more people in. The more people that can

represent us students the better. Proper office space is needed to create a proper and true body of voices.

I feel like there are pros and cons

There’s already enough construction on campus

Put the money towards parking instead

Instead of spending money on office space you don’t need, why don’t you invest it into students, faculty, and staff? They have needed better electronics and parking space for years.

I have no idea what this is about

Sounds like a decent plan

We want to give $450k for ASUW to move offices? Let’s focus on the parking issue and student safety first.

Super expensive

I see no clearly expressed need for a new, renovated office space.

ASUW was put in place to help the student body. Moving rooms doesn't help the mjority of the student body. I want my tuition money going towards something that will actually benefit

me directly as self centered as that may sound. As of right now, I can only see it benefiting the people in ASUW and the few students who happen to visit the office.

that's a lot of money, and I don't know the benefits of a move and new space

I don't see it as necessary.

I don't how moving the office will benefit the student whose tuition dollars will help cover these costs. I need to know EXACTLY how moving the office will benefit ALL of ASUW to

further help the overall student body. Especially since that is the main purpose of ASUW.

I don’t believe this decision will affect me at all.

Unsure of what this entails, who it benefits and who it harms

I don’t have a strong opinion on ASUW on campus and don’t know what the office situation is like. I can’t form an opinion either way without more info.



I object to spending the money that I gave in student fees for something that is useless to me.

that money could be used somewhere else in order to make the school experience better

If the elected officials think it is necessary, I will support that.

There are more important things to spend money on than a new office

You can use the money for something more important

I'm graduating so this will not affect me

There's better places that money can go.

Too much money when programs are considered being cut

With that much money needed, ASUW should only give themselves a new office if their current one is whole unsuitable for operations. Vetoing was the correct option

The ASUW should be fully supported, especially if it is going to expand democratic representation. Currently most students don't care about ASUW; an uplift of office space, especially in

a more accessible area, will greatly improve common knowledge about the organization.

I like it a lot

When it comes to allocating resources for projects on the U.W. campus i dont see how it could benefit me or other students.

Why

I’m not knowledgeable enough about the situation

How would a conference room benefit the majority of UW students?

Seems more beneficial for ASUW to have a wider space that is more inviting for students

I have no opinion

It doesn’t seem important enough to spend half a million dollars on.

The money could go to something else more important

If they need a better warmer office, then they should have it. It worth spending budget on this.

Does not affect me

I don’t know why the ASUW President plans to veto



I think that is a lot of money, and I'm unsure on why the ASUW needs to move office spaces. I think maybe the money could be used for something more pressing, like the efforts to fix

parking.

I have never seen the office current office conditions so I do not know what justifiable.

I cannot support that amount of funding being spent to move an office and renovate a storage area for a conference room for ASUW.

Well organized room with spaces

That felt out of my pay grade. Not seeing the issue.

Survey should reflect the move more accurately— misleading us is not it..

I think a better space is necessary for you guys to fulfill your duties.

I dont really care either way

It doesn’t directly affect me so I don’t care

Seems like a lot of money for a conference room.

This is a waste of student fees and tuition

I'm not informed enough.

I do not feel as though this is a necessary improvement/allocation of money.

There’s been too much construction around campus already. Any more will just be a hindrance to students getting around campus.

Moving offices seems silly to spend half a million dollars on.

Doesnt particular matter to me what this money is put

I feel like it will be good and allow for better opportunities

Prefer we send money to secure the southern border

As someone who lived in a falling apart farmhouse that had a barn that doesn't exist anymore. I did just fine living in squalor I understand it is student government or whatever you are

and you want to be like the real government and live above everyone else. But I would prefer my representatives being of the people instead of above the people.

With the new block tuition non residents are paying nearly four times the tuition as residents. Before new construction or renovations the University should address the rising disparity

between the cost of tuition and allocate funding to assure students can meet their educational goals. To much money is being spent and not in the right spaces.

It is an unecessary expense. As far as I know, the current ASUW space has not hindered how ASUW operates. Unless there is a planned dramatic increase in size or responsibilites, this

move is completely unecessary.



I don’t really know much about it or what it does.

Use what is already available and use the money to help students.

Have you all lost your dang minds? How does that better the university and it's students? Isn't that your purpose, to better the university and the student population? How does this

benefit anyone but ASUW? Are there no other rooms you could use for your meetings? If this is your best idea to spend ~$500,000 then maybe the role of ASUW and the mandatory

fees that students pay should be reconsidered. Kudos to ASUW President for vetoing this, and shame on all senators who voted in favor of this bill.

I do not have strong opinions about this as I am not an on-campus student. I don't think it affects me very much either way.

I think there is a lot of other things monies could go for. The increase in fees for students to attend school could be normalized instead of increasing every semester

Certainly the money can be better spent than office space

If there is a strong need to renovate due to outdated or old facilities, the renovation should proceed. However, if the current premises (facilities) are of usable condition, it might be

useful to look for altermative ways of allocati g the funds that are available (it looks like there are already numerous conference rooms on campus, and it might be handy to use those

instead).

I think it is always good to have more space for conferences.

Don’t know enough about it

Idk

You are asking if students are in need and then planning on spending hundreds of thousands of dollars on renovation. That seems backwards.

While the requested budget is large, an adequate office space that is accessible to all persons is worth it.

I’m unaware of the factors involved with the ASUW location.

I don’t know the entire reason. But just based off of this information I don’t see why we would need a new conference room.

A conference room would be a good idea

New conference room is not need. Offices are not needed what is needed is classroom space

If the space is being used and is used adequately why move.

Is a new office space 100% necessary and worth the money being put into it?

It really doesn't effect me so I don't have a strong opinion on it.

I feel like moving spaces is trivial.

Is an office move really the best use of my tuition. How does a new office benefit the wellbeing of the majority of students?



I think the funding could be allocated to be resources than a new space

I think the funds could be better spent elsewhere.

I feel like if the space currently works, there shouldn’t be a need to move entirely.

NA

That seems like a lot of money for a different office space.

I don’t really have a preference, I think that if they need the new offices they should do it!

I personally do not find it to be necessary, but that does not mean it would not be a good thing either.

* This legislation is clearly rushed. Final costs were tallied that afternoon, accessibility is a common argument that clearly was not fully assessed. This is not overly time sensitive. You pass

this today and it will take months probably years to complete the move. * It is not my place to speak to the cost outside of that the money should come from exclusively facilities (ie non

student funds). * Clearly there is a need for more room! How much needs to be exclusively ASUW? Can meetings take place in other shared places? * Accessibility: This is not and will

never be the biggest point, it does not cost $400k to make one office accessible. This should not be discussed here by the senate this should be assessed by experts. This is an issue

and should be a priority, currently it is a talking point at best. What makes the new space guaranteed to not just meet ADA but go beyond. * Students will not see this new space. No one

comes because outreach and transparency is awful. Foot traffic not only is worse in the new location but is not important in the first place. No one visits because no one cares, no one

will ever walk past and say “I wonder what this office is let’s go take a look”.

Because they can keep the office and spend the money for something else

Im sure there is a good reason for moving the office Im sure the small space is not conducive for incressing members. However is 230,000 dollars really needed? Like unless your

building a whole new space then how is that amount of money needed to move some desks and paint a room?

More space for more people is always a good thing, right?

Feel uninvested

I do not really care because it will not really effect me.

N/A

They should spend money on actually important things. It's like Congressmen passing a bill to raise their salaries. I strongly disagree.

There are other organizations that need renovations and better accessibility.

The current office needs some work, a new space would welcome more students

Not familiar with this.

It seems necessary and overly expensive, but I'm not also fully aware of the conditions.

I think moving will cause some confusion but could be a good change



If im not paying for it I dont really care.

I need to know more/better understand it.

I think it's good to have nice spaces at the university

It seems like an excessive amount of money that could be better spent elsewhere

It does not impact me

Parking needs to be prioritized for student employees

it does not effect me, however it would be nice to take that funding and put it to something else to directly benefit students

Wack

Im not that inferested in it. I could go eother way

It is discouraging to continue to see so much money invested in construction projects. Is the student body going to realize $448,000 of benefit from this new space? Or could that

money be better spent on student job salaries or staff salaries or other programs that have a more direct impact?

I am not on student government so the office move does not concern me but I do think that is a lot of money to spend on one conference room.

I don’t know a lot about it

There is no need for this, the money could be better spent on almost anything else

I don’t believe that moving the ASUW office would be good as the current offices are hard enough to see by passerby and this move would make them more distant and could be

detrimental to the program

It seems fine to me

I'm not sure because while I support having a proper place to work, if there is already a space thay works, the money should be put to other projects.

It's a lot of money but it also doesn't affect me directly so I have no opinion.

Why do you need new offices? Wouldn't that money be best utilized elsewhere?

I don’t really care

Other programs need the space more, and students would benefit more. SEO, DSS, advising, and all student services need to be located together, and ASUW needs to push and

advocate for that.

While I don't know the situation surrounding the current conference room, I feel that there are likely far more pressing and worthwile matters where this budget could be allocated to. In

addition, with the current state of construction and renovations going on at the university currently, there should be significant time before this project is undertaken as there need to be

some spaces on campus that feel open and unobstructed by this constant construction.



I think funding should be used more effectively towards necessities not just to renovate a perfectly good space.

I am familiar with the current space. It is pretty cramped, and the office might better serve students if it weren’t so small.

I don’t mind either way

That’s a lot of money to move offices, it should be vetoed.

I don’t understand why the offices need to be moved. Let’s use the money for something else.

An unnecessary expense

Working offices conducive to efficency and productivity are important. I feel that student government deserve similar facilities as university leadership.

During a time where no students have parking and tuition was raised, I do not believe ASUW deserves to renovate and grow. Instead, help us.

I believe that the concerns to accessibility in the current office space are valid. Additionally, I also believe that if a workplace such as ASUW has a growth in employees, the office space

should reflect this if possible.

It won’t have much affect on me

N/A

I don't have an opinion on the matter

If you have the $ and need a conference room…

You don’t need to move and waste funds. Pointless

Online student.

I personally would like to see funds allocated to the Haub school student scholarships and clubs.

New spaces are needed across campus.

I rarely go to the union for anything.

Plenty of meeting space on campus. Lots of better things to do with the money.

It does not affect me and I am unable to adequately assess whether or not these funds are reasonable for this project.

I feel natural about it

It doesn’t really pertain to me but it sounds like a good idea



It would probably be for the best for ASUW

Don’t live on campus, so wouldn’t be affected.

I believe that there are not any substantial reasons for the move and it is not clear what the money is being spent on.

I literally don’t understand what this is even about

That seems like an unreasonabley large amount of money to spend to "move office"

Doesn't hurt to update space for a program that is actually used.

Its a great initiative

Doesn’t affect me

I don’t see why y’all need to… plus that’s a lot of money.

No reason for more offices, allocates money and resources to students

Why do you need a new office?

I guess I don’t know how badly this is needed… that would affect my decision but I’ve been in your space and it seems adequate

Disagree with using student funds to fund ASUW office space.

I think this could be beneficial for AsUW

Only necessities should be renovated.

I'm not well enough informed

Are you joking? ASUW really can’t find anything better to spend nearly half a million on except for themselves? Be so for real.

That's an extremely large budget for a move.

I like it but also don’t get it

I’m typically on other building than main campus so I’m not too familiar with what should be done there

if that’s what they want to spend money on that’s what they’ll spend money on, i’m not in those offices so i can’t have an opinion on it

I don't really know why yu need to move office's but I assume you feel like you must so I encourage you're opinion.



I do somewhat agree with the bill. The office right now in the union is easily accessible but it would be better if it was out there and maybe even in a space where students walk through

everyday .

The file about the bill failed to download for me. We shouldnt unnecessarily be spending money.

Doesn’t affect me greatly either way

not sure what impact this has on students, especially grad students like me

Will make a much better space for working and deciding upon integral acts.

I'm almost to the point of food insecurity. I need tuition to go DOWN.

How does that specifically benefit me as a student?

I don’t think it affects me much so I have no strong opinions.

Seems a bit unnecessary

I think that it honestly depends on the size of the group. I slightly disagree because construction to the Union, in addition to the rest of campus, would be a burden.

Better programs to fund

it seems like a lot of money that can be used elsewhere

Although I am not familiar with the organization in question nor with the services it provides, if I understand the situation correctly, it seems like it would be more prudent to forgo the

proposed arrangement since after Union renovations there will be a new space for the organization. In other words, I think the organization should bite the bullet and deal with the

restricted space until Union renovations are finished.

I don’t know enough about the ASUW and Union Fees and such to make an informed decision.

I don’t know too much about the situation, but I feel that 450k is a lot of money to spend on something as unnecessary as a location change. That money could be put towards

something more useful such as more inclusive dining options, for example the gluten-free options on this campus are embarrassing and I can’t eat anything on campus because of it. I

think that money would be better spent on students who don’t have their needs met than a nice conference room.

I don’t want anymore construction right now and why are we moving an office when we have a ton of places on campus for someone to be

ASUW should have nicer things

I selected strongly agree because I am in support of the renovated office space. If the ASUW believe that the office space and renovation will improve the efficiency, and effectiveness

of those using the space, and more accessibility among the proposed benefits of the new space, I am in support.

The money should go towards benefiting students as a whole, and that is not a new ASUW office. That is a new study space, increased sidewalk maintenance in the winter, fixing the

elevators in the union both for ADA and also for Catering (and other entities UW hosts), etc.

I feel as though this will not impact me in any significant way. Do what y’all want bb girl



Personally, I really don't care what you do, but if that money is just gonna disappear if you don't use it, then you might as well use it!

Why the fuck are you spending money on yourselves? Straight up politicians. Do something for the community and meet in a coffee house or something. You’re supposed to be public

servants, not high rise people. No money should go to you at all, just what you do for the students. And giving yourselves a new office doesn’t help any student not on your council.

I believe that more funds should be directed towards helping students, rather than office spaces.

It would be a bad move politically, spending money for ourselves is not what the student body wants to see.

I feel like that money could be used in better places. Like better food at Wash, renovating some of the older buildings, MORE PARKING.

Seems like a waste of money unless the old office space

I don’t care.

During your time at UW, have you ever felt unable to express your beliefs freely? 1,236
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What is an area of student need at UW?: Other (please explain)

Student parking both affordable and useful. Meaning it is in a good location and not on the edge of campus or being taken away by grass fields. Especially when there is plenty of grass

room on campus that is not well utilized.

Not having inclusive access textbooks that charge me even when I opt out; not having non-UW affiliated people table in the Union and spew hate

Parking, since opportunities near campus are either expensive or unavailable. As a low-income college student, I would appreciate spaces around campus to park. OR RATHER, if we’ve

declared a preference for a “walking campus,” the opportunity to “walk” across campus without the irritation of inconsistent and inconsequential methods of snow removal (especially in

the areas of high-traffic, such as Prexy’s pasture or anywhere between the classroom building and the Wyoming Union. By this I mean the centimeter of slippery snow left on the

concrete, which leaves the non-porous cement INCREDIBLY SLIPPERY. The habits of snow removal currently make the concept of a walking campus unavailable. I might otherwise

propose the idea of a “falling campus,” as we currently are).

So many people I know have tripped and sprained their ankle or broken their foot because the sidewalks are uneven and cracked

More trash cans in classrooms

Parking

More scholarships for students who may be struggling financially, and who may not have qualified for other scholarships.

better parking on campus (parking garage helped but still not great)

Parking

Parking for off-campus students with no option for walking or bus transportation.

Parking

Accessible Parking

Ensuring that off-campus students can be able to find safe, adequate housing.

New classroom chairs, better updates to dorm rooms, and more free parking

Creeps in the union harassing students.

More attention to student study spaces. Perhaps building a lab with equipment that students can use freely versus havng to be under a Professor.. Or study spaces specigically designed

and designated with all needed equipment and furniture for study in every Academic building.

More access to mental health services

Bring back the tunnels

Better webcams for teachers with online classes

PARKING



Parking

More transportation services. I remember the outside temperature was minus 30 and either had to walk a mile or wait for like 2 hours for a ride.

Parking

Better parking infrastructure (taking out the lot by the union was dumb)

Parking

Parking

More consistent application/enforcement of rules, along with clearer rules about what constitutes things like harassment and hate speech on campus.

Keep wash open later

Parking

parking

Bluntly, we need broader staffing hours for the computer labs on campus. Since I rely on these machines to do my coursework, only having access to the Willett Drive lab at Landmark

Apartments is a problem, especially since I do not have a car.

Affordable food on campus, everything other than vending machines is around 8-9 dollars a meal, Id like to find something for 5, and they have all increased costs this year

Space for students with children

More concerts

PARKING

VERY VERY BADLY NEED HEATED SIDEWALKS! The disability ramps especially need to be taken care of because they are all so steep that when covered in ice, they are useless.

Housing

Professors that renew their teaching material. Especially those materials that have been in use for more than 2 years.

Parking

By food accessibility, I mean access to better food at washakie with more nutritional value.

Parking, so students can get to class in time and not pay half their tuition in the process.

Parking



Parking

More flexible student parking permits, especially for the summer off-season when trying to attend summer classes

It would be nice if the bathrooms were adjusted stocked for women

Upholding free speech. Let students feel comfortable expressing opinions that you may not agree with. Encourage diversity of thought.

More free parking.

Nursing students shouldn’t have to drive their own vehicles and spend their money to pay for commutes to Cheyenne, especially if we’re supposed to use travel authorizations and risk

our lives carpooling in the winter. Why should only athletics be allowed to have good free transportation when many students needing to commute for practicum rotations in other towns

using their money?

PARKING!!

Parking

Parking

More parking

More out reach programs for housing assistance

Faster internet speed at all places of campus and street lamps

protection of the right to free speech - even if it is uncomfortable.

Parking. The parking garage has not alleviated the stresses caused by tearing up the Union parking lot. Also, construction at parking lots near the UW apartments has gone on for months

and has not been resolved.

PARKING

Better transportation: I feel as though UW did not account for the overflow of riders on transportation (buses) when they got rid of the union parking lot and now the services can be

slow, overfilled, and even unavailable to stop due to too many riders.

Open the library more. Especially on sundays

Inclusion and queer safety

I have trouble using all my meals in one week because I work so much. If we could use our meals for a vending machine of sorts for late nights that would be grea!

Food accessibility: fresh food

biggest one is definitely infrastructure during winter. This university takes terrible care of the sidewalks compared to others that I've been to in snowy climates.



A lot of the people I have classes with that drive to campus, complain about how they can't park near the Enzi STEM and Science Initiative Building.

Older buildings such as Hoyt and Ross Hall could use interior and classroom updates. Hundreds of students use these rooms everyday, so they deserve to be nice. Another area of

student need is the Lab school's playground. Not only do college students need to be considered, school aged kids need to be too as they are a part of the University. The playground is

so outdated and there is little equipment to even play on. Our young kids are the future and they need the proper tools to succeed.

Better parking

Supporting marginalized communities

Better parking for commuting students

Parking

Scholarships that everyone can apply for

The shitty homophobes you let be in the Union

Parking

Parking

Online jobs

Parking/Transit. MORE BUSSES AND MORE BUS STOPS.

Parking

Keeping Transgender Students Safe

Free convenient parking for students that pay to go here.

Parking

Free student parking

The cost of tuition is to high.

Better support for students of color and LGBTQ+ students.

Dorm bathroom shower upgrades. I'd really appreciate stall doors and larger showers like White hall.

PARKING



DEI

Cost of attendance

Transportation solutions, reducing priced parking options, food service offerings on campus.

Conservative students have no voice or right to speak their minds, I feel like.

Stress Relief, maybe more concerts or social events for students to be able to blow off steam in a productive manner.

Better collaboration between student support services across campus for efficiency and better student experience

Free parking

Parking

More parking, especially free parking at buildings not on main campus.

Providing adequate shuttle to transport students all round Laramie

Free parking

Better transportation options— shuttle parking lots west of campus, extended Safe Ride hours, more drop off locations for the shuttle buses, etc.

Parking spots for students

More resources for current students. There is a lot for in-coming freshmen but current students often feel shafted in a lot of events.

Veteran advising

More proffesors

Free Parking. Nearby parking.

parking

More library drop boxes around campus

Safer parking/ free parking. Not being able to pay for parking means that women have to park farther from campus and walk in the dark when they could be parking closer to campus

Not giving out UACAs, MIPs, etc when freshman are drinking in dorms, unless it is actually unsafe.

Better ingredients for the cooks to work with in the cafaterias.



Safety for LGBT+ students

money

Parking

Lower tuition and fees. Stop spending money on frivolous projects.

Affordable student housing

Free parking for students.

Getting UW vehicles to stop driving on sidewalks/parking in front of building entrances on the sidewalk.

Parking for students

Parking

personally, none identified, just increase visibility of the current resources

medications, day care, better transportation around town especially during winter.

Rental assistance and utility assistance for students that are struggling

improving lounges

None

The un-renovated offices of ASUW

Better access to parking for students employees so they aren't limited on hours they may have to work due to it being to early or late for busses

Parking accessibility

Increased pay for student employees and graduate students

All of these are needs, but because I feel very well provided for, I can't say how pressing any of these are. I feel like I have good access to all these things through UW, but the only one

that presses on my mind with any urgency is safe sidewalks in the winter.

Freedom of speech and an open forum for debate

none

Parking (Obviously)



PARKING

Parking <3

Crosswalks on north side of campus

Please fix the parking situation. it is dire

student living specifically upgrades to the dorms

Better bicycle infrastructure throughout Laramie

Parking

Bathrooms that are clean and not full of urine and feces

Parking

No seriously, most people can’t make it to a bus. Give us parking. It is NOT safe to ask us to walk during sub zero cold temperatures.

Good healthy food and more gluten free options at washakie

Student legal services, access to housing

All inclusive means all inclusive and the student body does not see it that way.

Parking, I know a good many students who fight daily to find somewhere to park, in addition to to students who do not have the money to afford either parking pass so the resort to

illegal parking places.

Parking/Transit Services!!!!!

Sidewalks are blocked right now due to construcution (has been for almost a year). Sidewalks are also very cracked and dangerous to ride on around the physical sciences and

engineering buildings.

Equity

Parking

Parking. This is the absolute biggest problem at this university. Expanding recreational areas. We are also in need of many professors in a multitude of areas. This could go toward multiple

salaries.

Parking!

Parking but y'all know that.



The sidewalks during the winter are slippery and dangerous, resources should be allocated to making side walks safer in the winter

Reasonable parking (parking garage isn’t reasonable)

Distance student

parking

Stop with the political pandering bullshit

Parking

Parking!

There are so many financial fees and items that cause financial hardship that could be tried to be changed.

Safety from antagonism and harassment that is justified by those in authority as practices of free speech to the detriment of others that the speech and actions are targeting.

I know the renovations/ addition of the new chick-fil-a and dining halls will be adding new options, however I think some more general options will also aid in the happiness of the

community.

I'm a remote student so can't speak to these issues.

Parking

None

places for students to cook their own food

Better parking

Mental health services

Alternatives to loans, better funding for department scholarships that can stack with cowboy commitment

better professors and stop building unncessary dorms

More FREE parking options for students during the winter months

Sidewalks that are free of ice/snow and not slippery

an end to disruptive construction

Accessibility to campus--campus wants to be a walking campus but ability to get there is limited due to lack of parking and lack of public transit



Free student parking and accessibility to campus

I can not think of anything that UW doesn't provide

Support for minority students

Free laundry facilities (aren’t they paying for enough for their living space already????)

Increasing graduate student stipends to a livable wage. It is sad to see that so many graduate students resort to donating plasma as a necessary means to afford basic living expenses.

UW could at least standardize stipend disbursements throughout the year such that graduate students are actually eligible for SNAP benefits. The current disbursement plan precludes

students who would otherwise be eligible for SNAP from receiving those benefits.

more parking

Further scholarship/grant aid

Parking. We can't even park in the union anymore. And to hell with a "walking campus" We are in Wyoming. That idea works for warm climates, not ours where we are in winter 8 out of

the 12 months. We need parking for all student safety.

Ways to deal with untrained teaching faculty who abuse their students

Higher level of safety against sexual assault

Sustainable climate control in UW buildings. dont heat buildings to 80 degrees in the winter

Parking

This is more of a problem around town so I don’t know how much influence you have. I like to run later in the evening and lighting on the sidewalks is a problem, I can’t see.

A UW student who told me he was living out of his car, so he was basically homeless. How can we support students if they do not have a home?

Plowing and parking for commuting students

unsure

PARKING

Parking, especially near the Union/Half Acre

Bigger Veteran Center.

Parking

The lack of disability parking (and with the union disability parking spaces not being replaced elsewhere) creates an access issue for those who utilize those spaces, decreasing overall

accessibility to the campus



PARKING

Basic infrastructure improvements, to buildings, other projects like campus heartbeat

Parking

a focus on the transphobia, homophobia, and intolarnce aginst minority students that has made it uncomfortable and unsafe to be here.

increment in the graduate assistantship

Maybe let’s not spend more money on new dorms or green space… and instead create walkable areas of campus that are lit so those walking home can do so safely. Also maybe keep

the accessible parking where it is so that those at the library late at night (especially in the winter) can get to their cars safely.

Emergency services support (especially for on-campus residents)

Parking spaces that don't cost half my tuition. Especially at fine arts because the parking lot is never even all the way full yet I have to park halfway across town to get there which will not

be a viable option come winter.

unsure

I think everything is good

I have no student need.

More financial support for low-income students or single parent students

Needs a bigger community and more university sponsored events, this helps depression which was really bad in the dorms last year

Advisors who care and are have the time to actually look into students to help them plan. Also clearly explained and acessible information about courses and degree paths.

The roads in this town are dangerous, dont get plowed, and suffer from large potholes and bumps. use money to fix the roads and plow during winter or donate it to the city of Laramie

so they can do it

Students should be able to park at the Coe Library or Half Acre Recreation Center for free. Students without passes for the parking lots adjacent to these facilities cannot easily access

them.

Parking/bike infrastructure

Safe and Affordable parking closer to campus

affordable housing, books, food

Funding for families and non traditional student support

Chipotle



Free Parking! As students we pay a lot in fees etc to be on campus.

Better food options and fixing the lack of quality At washiki

Better services for online and International students.

Better living accommodations for UNDERGRADS. Increased parking or public transport. Increased student engagement.

Lower tuition. One of the main draws to UW is affordable school. As tuition goes up and money is spent wastefully on unnecessary renovation projects, expect fewer out of state

students to attend.

Free parking near campus, safety from.faculty, mentorship, opportunities, diverse perspectives amd open minds

Free parking. UW has been making all this new parking, but you gotta pay hundreds of dollars to use it. Just pave an empty lot and make it free.

Better (and EASIER) accessibility to buildings, facilities, etc., for those people in powerchairs and wheelchairs.

Parking

All Professors with online assignments should at least have their assignments show up on the WYOcourses calendar, and in general if going to UWY is going to be reliant on technology

said technology should work.

scholarships! We are a state university, a lot of people go here because it is cheap. The role of the university is to provide accessible education for Wyoming's future.

Making sure our diverse students all feel supported-language inclusion, programming, all of it.

Food options.

more financial hardship support for international students

The convenience store on campus could sell hygiene products such as handkerchiefs.

Parking & Housing

There is no parking for students that live off campus.

A commula place of gathering, like the union use to be, a bureaucratic free (see university) zone of socialization on campus

Better Bike Infrastructure- currently, it is difficult to ride on streets around campus because of the lack of adequate bike lanes- specifically, on 15th, 9th, and Ivinson streets.

Parking



What would you like to see ASUW spend money on? 1,228

14% 177

49% 604

10% 126

44% 546

82% 1,009

14% 177

215% 2,639

What would you like to see ASUW spend money on?: Other (please explain)

Parking

Parking

Concerts, Student Appreciation goodies (to boost morale during a stressful time and to show support from ASUW, who tends to be ignored by students), etc.

Creating a network for remote students to feel a part of the campus community

Parking

Make the sidewalks less slippery. It's ridiculous how insanely slick they get during rain.

Disability access, (handicap parking, sidewalk repairs, sidewalk entrances etc)

Parking!

What would you like to see ASUW spend money on? 1,228

Creating a center for non-traditional students

Fixing inaccessible spots on campus

Creating a first-generation student lounge

The UW Food Pantry

Scholarships for students

Other (please explain)
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Creating a center for non-traditional students

Fixing inaccessible spots on campus

Creating a first-generation student lounge

The UW Food Pantry

Scholarships for students

Other (please explain)

Sum

Q6 - What would you like to see ASUW spend money on? - Selected Choice



Free parking closer to campus

Bringing Wyoming values back to Laramie (speakers, involvement fests), better parking MAYBE?

Parking

Bring back the tunnels

By 'Fixing inaccessible spots on campus', I simply mean: PARKING

The students needs like housing and pet care being more accessible

Increase out of state scholarships

Student Labs with equipment and Study spaces with all state of the art furniture and equipment meant to help students study at their best!

Maybe a bobcat so that way we can walk on campus without there being snow and or ice. I came from a Montana state and that’s exactly what they did and no one fell or had to walk

slow to get to class because of ice.

One on one mental health resources for students

Parking

'Vetted' babysitter resources for non-traditional students.

PARKING FOR ALL STUDENTS

Accessible to students parking

Parking for students

Keep tuition costs low should be a high priority.

Not tearing out all the parking for more green spaces

Emergency funds for students like food, hygiene products, gas, etc.

STUDENT Parking

Parking

Why would a 1st gen student need a special lounge?

Parking



Improving student morale and decreasing unprofessional/childish behavior.

Get the POKES PUB poppin!!!

Bring back the Saunas in half acre. The health benefits are incredible.

Parking for student apartments.

A free parking lot that is closer to campus.

Just better food for the students, nothing else.

Parking is absolutely atrocious here and so very poorly managed so if we could figure out a way for more parking that actually helps the parking situation that would be so fantastic

because it gets so old going back to my apartment and having no parking spaces or on game day where everywhere is taken or even going to class it’s all just so awful but I think with

good management it could be fixed.

Parking

Parking Space

Increased stipends for graduate students to help with inflation costs

Literally none of these lol. All are focuses on a super small portion of students. Some money is fine especially on food but I want asuw to focus on big picture projects

Do as much as you can reasonably do to cut spending. Lower the amount you need to collect from students.

Free parking

Parking!!

Parking

Parking

More strongman training equipment at the half acre gymnasium

creating a space for students to rent for sleeping that are nursing/healthcare (look at the BRAND program and what students need while going back and forth from school.

PARKING FOR STUDENTS

Transportation. Whether this be more shuttles or more affordable and accessible parking options

Anything but renovating conference space



I am struggling to pay my tuition bills and currently work two jobs. More money for tuition would be much appreciated!

Other areas that need money for improvement include the older UW campus apartments that have been around and un-updated since the 60s. Covered parking permits for a variety of

students including people with disabilities. Money for research grants and scholarships. Scholarships to help with costs of living/food insecurities/child care/etc. Events where our

students (undergrad and grad) from different countries can actually feel comfortable, invited, celebrated, heard, and understood. Create a giving back work study that recruits students to

volunteer in the community. There are so many ways the money can be spent that benefits the student body of UW.

MORE PARKING

More parking

Accesibles and affordable parking

More bus drivers and more bus stops. Also, kick Schmidt out for good.

Free quality menstrual products in more than a few bathrooms on campus

Advocacy for Transgender students on campus.

Free parking

There are no scholarships available for part time non-traditional graduate students

I cannot answer this question in light of ASUW's inability to award scholarships for students, and unable to tell what the regulations are that limit ASUW spending.

Parking

Better and more parking for students. Lower entrance rate for students without meal plan at washakie.

Southern border security

Food pantry sounds good scholarships for poorer students would be best. Maybe pay people to speed up the construction on campus that keeps making me late for class anything is

better than new carpets you posh pricks.

Renovating the older, more forgotten buildings, such as Hoyt Hall.

creating better opportunities for distance learning

Legal support fund for students in need

Better classroom more food access

parking

Providing more funding more clubs and organizations.



I wish y’all could do all of them

Health-enhancing resources such as extended hours at student health, a nutritional resource on campus in the form of a registered dietician that student could have low-barrier access

to.

Bringing more conservative influential people to campus (to give talks or such)

Create a student excellence center that houses all student support services including SEO, DSS, advising, financial aid, registrars office, etc. Building a community across campus. For the

first gen student lounge, advocate they get Tobin house back. Honors does not need it, and 70% of campus is first gen. UW played the system to push students who were eligible into

regular dorm living to meet UW needs, without care to what first gen students needed or care to what the Tobin family wanted with their donation.

Free parking

More student parking space

Improving overall campus, such as de-icing sidewalks in the mornings before 8'oclock classes. Also working on general upkeep of various areas of the campus.

Transportation for all

Financial assistance for textbooks, upgrading the shuttle system (more buses, less waiting time for students at stops, another parking lot, more shuttle drop off places, etc.)

Parking for students

Helping cut costs and keeping tuition low.

Veteran advising

Free Parking. Nearby Parking.

parking and washakie

More library drop boxes around campus

Give more to clubs for organizational conferences and industry visits.

Please no special spaces for first generation or non traditional. It's not fair that we have to pay to subsidize that.

Lowering tuition

Nothing, lower student fees instead

Free parking for students.

The histroy building has no accessiblity to students and it is very needed



Parking for students

updates to the college of education building (i am aware this is beyond ASUW's scope, but I would like the university to improve these buildings), also free student parking

Financial assistance for students

Better free(we pay with tuition)parking for students

better plowing and ice control in the winter

More funding to assist international students such as rides, etc

Fancy expensive offices

More union restaurants

Mostly scholarships!

All of these are excellent ways for ASUW to spend money, but I would also love to see ASUW sponsor newly forming student orgs that might need a little money to get off the ground. I

feel like that would be really great for building a good UW community.

More housing options for students due to the housing crisis for students with children.

Safe side walks/ infrestructure for winter months a

Parking (Obviously)

Once all student can access all parts of campus I would consider setting up special safe spaces, but disabled students should be able to get to their classes

better parking

Edible food at Washakie!!!!!

Please resort to my above explanation.

Student wellness

Lowering meal plan costs for all students

Reducing the footprint of parking, and making dedicated biking paths

affordable parking areas

Parking



better parking

The food pantry is insulting, simply provide meal tickets or direct cash to solve student hunger

We don't need new physical spaces on campus, the space we have campus-wide is woefully underutilized.

Student legal services

Parking for students.

Parking solutions for students that can't afford to live on campus.

Parking

Repair of sidewalks/gutters, more transport options for students

Make a nap area. I've heard other schools have napping "pods" and this could be very beneficial to students and their mental health.

Parking but the others are good too

I cannot stress enough how inaccessible our campus is, many of my disabled friends/peers are constantly talking about this and it NEEDS to be fixed!

Student therapy and sidewalk safety

creating more parking

Reducing money spent on racist agendas and policies

Parking for every student. Laramie is too cold to walk everywhere

Parking!!

Parking. Especially in the winter months, no busses run to the south lot “every 10 minutes” after 7pm. With labs and lectures ending after those hours, students may be forced to walk in

the cold across town. And safe ride estimates 1-2 hours wait.

Providing feminine products in bathrooms

Free mental health resources for students

better professors

There is no lactose free milk. I do not understand why chocolate milk is a bigger priority in the dining hall over Lactose free milk. Around 1 in 6 people in the US are lactose intolerent,

That's about 16% of the student body who has no options besides expensive 1 serving options of almond milk in the expensive convenience store (which still is not an option to

anyone with a tree nut allergy).



Parking

Expansion of transportation network to campus

Just do something for the students that are not in a special category of inclusiveness. The rest of us exist too.

Scholarships for first generation students

Free laundry facilities.

Work to increase graduate student stipends to a livable wage, or at least standardize stipend disbursements across the year. Unequal disbursement of stipends means that graduate

students are not eligible for SNAP benefits, even though their yearly income technically qualifies for SNAP benefits. Since SNAP is assessed by monthly income, however, the current

disbursement plan precludes students from receiving this essential benefit. Many graduate students rely on food pantries and donating plasma just to make ends meet, and this is simply

not acceptable given the many hours of contribution graduate students provide to their departments and the university. If even one single major health issue or life event occurs,

graduate students cannot save enough money to avoid going into major debt.

more parking/ advocacy for students

Parking Lots, or lowering/eliminating parking passes.

Undergraduate research division/department. Let's improve our research activity and help train the next gen of researchers (and perhaps use this as leverage for additional donations to

help with more of the above listed projects)

Student Activities

Student Orgs

ASUW doesn't need to be exactly reflective of US government, so spend money on a more efficient legislation - and if that means bigger space then so be it, so other things can be

attended to faster and on a bigger basis, also more trasnparency

More parking close to campus, better bus system

Not spending money on stupid shit.

Tunnels between all the buildings would be sick. Or parking I guess.

Keeping sidewalks and roads clear in the winter

PARKING- and bring back my pita pit

an office move. Can you even do any of that with so little control over your money? Stop over promissing and do things that you can actually accomplis, like moving to a space you can

use and not making other student orgs pay for your inadequate space.



As an international graduate student, our financial resources are quite limited. Unfortunately, we are restricted from earning any additional income, which can make it challenging to

manage our expenses. For instance, last year, I celebrated my wedding, and the associated costs have placed a significant financial strain on me. While I am appreciative of the

scholarships I have received, their amounts hardly alleviate the weight of my financial responsibilities. I am truly grateful for the scholarships I've been awarded, but it's become clear that

there's a need for a more nuanced approach in distributing financial aid. It would be beneficial to consider a system that takes into account individual circumstances and provides

emergency or needs-based funding. I believe that such a system would make a meaningful difference in the lives of students like me who are facing unexpected financial challenges.

I'm sharing this here as I'm unsure where else to voice this concern, and I believe it's an important issue that deserves attention and consideration.

UW Grocery store that DOESNT jack up the prices and is accessible by all (especially students in food poverty), dining services that DONT affiliate with anti-LGBTQIA organizations (yes

this is Chick-fil-a), professors that are reputable and won’t leave 2 years in.

University sponsored events

Please stop, don't spend more money, budget efficiently to make improvements.

Affordable & easily accessible student health services

Making sidewalks accessible for wheelchair access

signs for direction for all

Again, free parking!

Use this leftover money to pay university employees and give students a $50 break in tuition.

anything but the relocation

student needs

Centers for any group (first gen, non trad, etc.) are by nature exclusive. Centers in general are nice, just don't label them for a certain group. The same goes for the multicultural space,

by the way.

See above answer.

The union's community right now is not a community. The front desk does not interact with food services which does not interact with events staff which does not interact with janitorial

staff. Maybe hold an event that helps ASUW reach out, starting small, and contact with the existing staff at the union in order to form a more operational union and therefor university

Under ground tunnels for winter.

Bug fixes and training for professors so they can say when assignments are due on the WYOcourses Calendar.

For the love of god, scholarships.

Enhancing existing student spaces.

Spend money on student activities, clubs and programs.

Food options; Retrofitting old buildings



Since you're spending the student's tuition, you might want to consider operating more economically instead.

A commula place of gathering, like the union use to be, a bureaucratic free (see university) zone of socialization on campus


